Abstract-In this paper, an explicit nonlinear model predictive controller (ENMPC) for the stabilization of nonlinear systems is investigated. The proposed ENMPC is constructed using tensored polynomial basis functions and samples drawn from low-discrepancy sequences. Solutions of a finite-horizon optimal control problem at the sampled nodes are used 1) to learn an inner and outer approximation of the feasible region of the ENMPC using support vector machines, and 2) to construct the ENMPC control surface on the computed feasible region using regression or sparse-grid interpolation, depending on the shape of the feasible region. The attractiveness of the proposed control scheme lies in its tractability to higherdimensional systems with feasibility and stability guarantees, significantly small online computation times, and ease of implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION

N
ONLINEAR model predictive control (NMPC) has been widely applied in numerous industrial applications due to its ability to handle constraints and its inherent robustness properties [1] . There are, however, certain drawbacks associated with the NMPC. These include: 1) complexity of implementation on low-memory devices [2] ; 2) increased computational burden due to iterative computation of online optimal control actions (especially in the design of nonlinear controllers); 3) reduced computational efficiency when applied to higher-dimensional models; and 4) difficulty in guaranteeing closed-loop properties of the control scheme [3] , [4] . To address the above issues, the explicit model predictive control (EMPC) method was proposed. The advantage of the EMPC is that it replaces the finite horizon optimal control problem at each iteration with precomputed explicit control laws based on current states of the system, thereby increasing the computational efficacy [4] .
For linear systems, EMPC laws are computed offline using methods such as those reported in [3] , [5] - [14] . An extension to nonlinear EMPC, however, is not straightforward except for certain special classes of nonlinear systems. For example, it is shown in [15] that optimal control laws and stability guarantees can be analytically derived for unconstrained inputaffine systems. Recent advances have also been made in convex multi-parametric nonlinear programming for nonlinear EMPC control laws where stability guarantees are provided on the sub-optimal controller by adjusting approximation error tolerances [16] - [18] . Other reports of satisfactory nonlinear EMPC performance with approximated state-feedback NMPC control law include neural network formulations of the EMPC for locally Lipschitz systems [19] , [20] . Although these controllers perform well on benchmark problems, the above algorithms require the partition of admissible regions into boxes or hypercubes. Hence, current EMPC formulations for nonlinear systems incur large computational costs for systems with higher dimensionality. Thus, EMPC is commonly used to control smaller (n < 5) systems [21] . To overcome the storage limitations associated with hypercubes, we propose a scalable, samplingbased nonlinear EMPC on domains of arbitrary shape.
Application of learning-based methods in NMPC can be found in the recent literature. For example, neural networks are employed to approximate the predictive control surface [22] - [26] and the feasible region is maximized using support vector machines (SVMs) in [27] . In this paper, we also choose the SVM classifier to approximate the feasible region for two main reasons. First, the SVM is a supervised learning algorithm that works efficiently in the presence of sparsely distributed data [28] , [29] . Second, the SVM is relatively fast and works well in higher dimensional spaces owing to the "kernel-trick," when compared to existing artificial neural networks [30] . A major difference of our work from the method proposed in [27] is that we propose a deterministic learning method for estimating the feasible region. That is, the training samples are derived from a low-discrepancy sequence, as investigated in [31] ; not randomly extracted from a probability distribution. The rationale behind the selection of such sampling patterns is 1) to ensure that the samples are distributed uniformly over the admissible space and, 2) to reduce the number of samples required for solving the classification problem in the SVM framework.
In this paper, we propose an easily implementable samplingbased explicit nonlinear model predictive controller (ENMPC) for nonlinear systems with guaranteed feasibility and stability. First, we sample data points on the state-space region of interest using using deterministic sampling. At each sampled point, we solve a terminal constraint-based finite horizon optimal control problem and store feasibility information and optimal control actions. Next, inner and outer approximations of feasible region boundaries are computed using SVM bi-classifiers. Although results for SVM bi-classifiers exist for random sampling schemes [32] , we develop new convergence results for kernel-based SVM bi-classifiers informed by deterministic lowdiscrepancy sampling sequences. Finally, the ENMPC control surface is constructed within the feasible region using the stored optimal control actions at each sample point. Feasibility and stability guarantees are provided for the ENMPC. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed controller on a 2-and 8-D simulated example. This paper extends some results obtained in [33] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present our notation and in Section III, we present a class of nonlinear models for which we develop our proposed ENMPC and discuss briefly the finite horizon optimal control problem. In Section IV, we briefly review the support vector bi-classifier scheme and explain how it is utilized to estimate an inner and outer approximation of the feasible region. The guaranteed feasibility and stability of the proposed ENMPC is discussed in Section V. We illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme on two nonlinear systems in Section VI. Our method is first tested on a benchmark two-dimensional nonlinear system to compare to existing methods. Second, the proposed ENMPC is used to control an 8-D nonlinear model to illustrate the computational efficacy of the method on higher dimensions without a significant degradation in performance. We offer conclusions in Section VII. The Appendix contains the pseudo-code for implementation of the proposed ENMPC.
II. NOTATION
We denote N for the set of natural numbers and R n for the n-tuples with real components. We denote C 1 (R n ) for the space of continuously differentiable functions on R n , L 1 (X) for the space of Lebesgue integrable functions on the set X and L 2 (X) for the space of square integrable functions on X equipped with inner product ·, · . Also, 2 denotes the square summable sequence space. We use boldface to distinguish vectors/matrices from scalars, i.e., x ∈ R n for some n ∈ N indicates that x is a vector while x is a scalar. We denote a sequence of scalars with the notation {x i } for i ∈ N and a finite set of N samples is
where each x i ∈ R. The cardinality of a set K is denoted by card(K) and the Lebesgue measure of the set is denoted Vol(K). For a closed set K, we denote the boundary as ∂K, its complement as K c and the open set consisting of interior points of K as K. The notation O(·) is the standard "big-O" notation used in complexity analysis of algorithms. For two sets A, B in a metric space (X, d), we denote the distance d(A, B) = inf x∈A,y∈B d(x, y) and the diameter of the set A is denoted ρ(A) = sup{d(x, y) : x, y ∈ A}. The open ball of radius ε centered at x ∈ X is denoted by B ε (x). For a square, symmetric matrix P = P , we denote the quadratic form x 2 P = x P x.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Model Description
We consider a class of nonlinear dynamical systems modeled asẋ
where x ∈ X ⊂ R n x is a state-vector constrained to the statespace polytope X, u ∈ U ⊂ R n u is the control-vector constrained to the input space polytope U, and f : X × U → R n x is the nonlinear model.
We make the following assumptions. Assumption 1: The set U is convex, compact and contains the origin in its interior. The set X is a product of closed intervals and has nonempty interior.
Remark 1: Without loss of generality, we assume that X is a n x -dimensional hypercube.
Assumption 2: The function f is continuously differentiable, that is, f ∈ C 1 with a Lipschitz constant L x f with respect to x and a Lipschitz constant L u f with respect to u. This implies
for any x 1 , x 2 ∈ X and any u 1 , u 2 ∈ U.
Assumption 3: The pair (x e , u e ) is an equilibrium pair of the nominal system, that is, f (x e , u e ) = 0 and the linearized model at the equilibrium is stabilizable.
Remark 2: Without loss of generality, we assume that (x e , u e ) = (0, 0).
Assumption 4:
The nonlinear model (1) has unique solutions for any initial conditions and for any admissible piecewise continuous controllers u(t) ∈ U for all t.
We now propose a construction methodology for the ENMPC controller using deterministic sampling.
B. Deterministic Sampling for ENMPC Construction
Our control objective is to construct a fast, scalable stabilizing ENMPC controller u(x) for nonlinear systems of the form (1) under state and input constraints. To this end we sample the space X and solve a terminal region based finite horizon optimal control problem [34] at each sampled node. The nodes/samples are extracted from a low-discrepancy sequence constructed on a multilevel sparse-grid. We use the standard notion of lowdiscrepancy sequences. 
where J is the set of n x -dimensional intervals of the form
For a low-discrepancy sequence
We now discuss the construction of the ENMPC using N samples. Suppose the jth sampled node is denoted as x j . We make an assumption which ensures that the samples x j are distributed sufficiently evenly over X.
Assumption 5: The sequence {x j } ∞ j=1 is a low-discrepancy sequence on X, in the sense of Definition 1.
Remark 3: Assumption 5 includes several common sampling schemes, including: 1) when the {x j } N j=1 consists of grid nodes in a multi-level sparse grid in state space (using equi-spaced points to generate the grid) and 2) when {x j } N j=1 is quasirandom, such as the nodes in the Sobol or Halton sequences. Implementation of low-discrepancy sequences are widely available online for MATLAB and C/C++.
Upon fixing a sampling sequence on X, we solve the following constrained finite horizon optimal control problem at each sample in the sequence {x j } N j=1 :
Let the corresponding minimizer be denoted u * (x j ). Here P = P 0 is the terminal penalty matrix, Q = Q 0, R = R 0 are weighting matrices for the stage cost, T f is the prediction horizon, and X T is an open terminal set within which a feasible (albeit, perhaps suboptimal) stabilizing statefeedback controller exists, see for example, [34] .
An important property of this terminal set is that it is control invariant with respect to a pre-computed auxiliary statefeedback controller u T (x). That is, if x(t 0 ) ∈ X T , then the solutions of the dynamical system (1) with the auxiliary controller u T satisfy x(t) ∈ X T and u T (x(t)) ∈ U for all t ≥ t 0 . We now define our notion of feasibility.
Definition 2 (Feasible State):
A state x 0 = x(t 0 ) ∈ X is feasible if there exists an admissible control history, that is, u(t) ∈ U for all t ≥ t 0 , that drives the system (1) from x(t 0 ) to
That is, the jth sample x j is feasible if a feasible solution to (3) exists with initial condition x(0) = x j .
Definition 3 (Feasible Region) : The set of all feasible states within the state space polytope X is called the feasible region, denoted F.
By Definition 3, F ⊆ X. We denote ∂F as the boundary of F and make the following assumption.
Assumption 6: There exists a function ζ ∈ C 1 (X) such that the feasible domain restricted to within X can be represented as the zero superlevel-set of ζ, that is
We now present a support vector machine (SVM) classification method that can be employed to estimate the feasible region boundary function ζ using the low-discrepancy samples {x j } N j=1 .
IV. FEASIBLE REGION BOUNDARY ESTIMATION USING SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
In this section, we first present the principle of SVM classification and then apply this method to estimate the boundary function ζ described in Assumption 6. Detailed discussions of kernel based classification methods (specifically, SVM) can be found in [29] and [35] .
The SVM bi-classifier is a supervised learning scheme which efficiently solves a two-class pattern recognition problem. Suppose that the vector x j ∈ X is the jth sample to be classified and its label is denoted by y j , where y j ∈ {−1, +1} and j = 1, 2, . . . , N. The goal of the SVM is to construct a decision function ψ(x) : X → R that can accurately classify an arbitrary state x ∈ X as feasible (labeled "+1") or infeasible (labeled "-1"). This is equivalent to reconstructing the feasible region boundary function ζ.
A. Linearly Separable Data
For linearly separable data, the separating hyperplane function is of the form ψ(x)= ω x+b, where ω, b are parameters that determine the orientation of the separating hyperplane. If a state x belongs to the class "+1," then ψ(x) ≥ +1 and if it belongs to "−1" then ψ(x) ≤ −1. In [35] , the classification problem is formulated as the following constrained optimization problem:
In order to avoid over-fitting of the data, we utilize a regularization term into the cost function. The modified optimization problem then takes the form
where L > 0 is a regularization parameter, and the s i 's are slack variables introduced to relax separability constraints. The minimizer of (4) is denoted ω * and the separating margin is μ * = 1/ ω * 2 . This margin μ * > 0 is sometimes called the "1-norm soft margin" and denotes the separation between the two classes of data being classified. The SVM cannot classify the data with guaranteed accuracy within this margin.
B. Nonlinearly Separable Data
If the data is not linearly separable in the feature space, a common approach is to map the data to a higher-dimensional space where the data is linearly separable. This is sometimes called the "nonlinear SVM," see for example [35] . Let Γ : X → H be a map from the feature space X to the higher-dimensional Hilbert space H. The coefficients of the separating hyperplane in H are obtained by solving the following primal problem:
This can be reformulated as the following dual problem:
subject to:
where K(·, ·) is the so-called SVM kernel function and L > 0 is the regularization parameter for the primal problem. Then the SVM decision function is
and the estimated feasibility region boundary or estimated separating manifold is given by
Remark 4: The kernel function avoids expensive computation of the inner product Γ(x k ), Γ(x j ) H , as discussed in [29] and [35] . If the kernel satisfies Mercer's condition, then
This leads to an efficient solution of (6).
C. Inner and Outer Approximations of ∂F Using SVM
In this subsection, we are concerned with constructing strict inner (F − ) and outer (F + ) approximations of the feasibility region. This idea has been discussed previously in [36] . Biclassifier based inner and outer approximations are proposed in [37] ; however, no guarantees are provided for error convergence. Herein, we propose a novel algorithm for constructing strict inner and outer approximations of the feasible region. Furthermore, we provide convergence guarantees for the approximation error.
Our algorithm for constructing F − and F + is as follows. We begin by solving (6) to obtain β * N . Next, we collect the samples which are labeled feasible ("+1"), and infeasible ("-1"), respectively. To this end, we define the sets
The main idea of the proposed algorithm is to choose super-(sub-) level sets of ψ(x, β * N ) and ensure they contain no feasible (infeasible) samples. The inner approximation
is obtained by solving
Similarly, the outer approximation has the form
where ε − is obtained by solving
Remark 5: It is important to note that with small number of samples N , our inner approximation F − is based only on the feasibility information obtained by the samples {x j } N j=1 . Hence, F − will not generally be an inner approximation of the actual feasible region. We prove in the sequel, however, that as N increases, our inner approximation F − converges to a strict inner approximation of the actual feasible region F.
Remark 6: A possible method for increasing the accuracy of classification near the feasible region boundary is to sample more densely around the optimal SVM classification boundary ψ(x, β * N ) = 0. One algorithm which can be used to do this is discussed in [38] , where the authors use adaptive sampling.
D. Convergence of SVM-Based Estimator
Now we discuss convergence properties for the SVM employing a class of kernel functions. We use the following definition of universal kernels presented in [39] . Note that a function ψ K (x, β) : X → H is induced by a kernel K implies that there is an element Γ(x) ∈ H such that ψ K = Γ(x), Γ(·) H . From Definition 4, we deduce that for every continuous function ψ and ε > 0, there exists a function ψ K induced by K such that |ψ − ψ K | ∞ < ε. As discussed in [39] , the induced function ψ K can be written in the form (7).
Remark 7: A commonly used universal kernel function that fulfills Mercer's condition is the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (GRBF) with kernel variance σ 2 [39] of the form
The following important property of universal kernels justifies the application of the SVM to the feasibility boundary estimation problem.
Proposition 1: Every universal kernel separates all compact subsets of X.
Proof: See [39] . It immediately follows from Proposition 1 that the GRBF kernel can separate any pairwise disjoint compact subsets in X. Specifically, there exists some β and ν > 0 such that the decision function ψ K induced by K separates the inner and outer approximations, i.e.,
Proposition 1 guarantees that the universal kernel induces a separating function ψ, but does not provide a computational method for determining ψ. Herein, we provide guarantees regarding the separating function ψ defined in (8) by solving the convex program (6) with feasibility information obtained from low-discrepancy samples. Specifically, we verify that increasing the number of samples N for the SVM with a universal kernel results in an increasingly accurate estimate of the feasible region, and reduces the conservativeness of the inner and outer approximations. To this end, we modify the arguments presented in [39] to the case when the training data {x j } N j=1 is extracted from a low-discrepancy sequence.
Recall that ζ(x) is the true boundary function described in Assumption 6 and ψ(x, β N ) is the separating function with coefficient vector β N .
Theorem 1: Suppose Assumptions 1, 5, and 6 hold. Let K be a universal kernel on X and ψ(x, β * N ) be the SVM decision function described in (7) with β * N obtained by solving (6) . Then for every regularization parameter L > 0 in the optimization problem (5) and compact subsets
there exists a sufficiently large number of samples
Proof: See Appendix. Remark 8 : We provide a lower bound on the number of samples N which results in correct classification of the each of the sets A in the covering used in the proof of Theorem 1. Let r ∈ (0, 1) and choose N such that
Then, the condition #A N ≥ 2/L(μ * ) 2 = m is satisfied. Next, we show that Theorem 1 can be applied to ensure that strict inner approximations of the feasible region are obtained by sufficiently sampling X using low-discrepancy sequences.
Corollary 1: Let ε > 0. The construction in Theorem 1 produces a classifier that classifies all points in {x ∈ X : ζ(x) ≥ ε} as feasible, and all infeasible points as infeasible.
The proof for a strict outer approximation is identical and uses sub-level sets instead of super-level sets.
Remark 9: As seen in the proof of Corollary 1, there is some region between the feasible and infeasible region that cannot be classified using the SVM. This is due to the margin μ * that is inherent in the SVM. As N increases, μ * decreases.
From the results presented in this section, we conclude that the SVM classifier equipped with universal kernels can approximate continuous feasible region boundaries with arbitrarily high accuracy. We also propose an algorithm for obtaining a strict inner/outer approximation of F and provide performance guarantees for the same.
V. EXPLICIT MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER DESIGN
In general, the approximation of an arbitrary discontinuous function is a challenging problem. From [40] , we know that the NMPC u * may not be continuous everywhere on F. Thus, we begin by restricting the class of NMPC control surfaces considered in this paper.
In particular, let
Then, we define W as the set of x 0 ∈ F such that the NMPCcontrolled trajectories with initial condition x 0 do not intersect D u . We refer to W as the feasible subregion. The algorithm employed for constructing the ENMPCû(x) depends on whether W is a regular domain (boxes/hypercubes) or an arbitrary domain. If W is regular, we can directly use sparse-grid interpolation. If W is an arbitrarily-shaped domain, we use a regression surface to construct the ENMPC. To proceed, we make assumptions on the NMPC control surface and the feasible subregion.
Assumption 7: The set D u is closed, and the NMPC control u * is C 1 on some neighborhood of the origin. That is, there exists some ε > 0 such that u * ∈ C 1 for all x ∈ B ε (0).
This assumption implies that any two points in W can be driven to the terminal region using the NMPC without intersecting D u , which implies that the set W is path-connected. For control surfaces that are C 1 except for jump discontinuities, a sparse-grid based algorithm to identify a neighborhood of D u is discussed in detail in [41] and [42] . Once a neighborhood of D u is estimated, we can determine W by labeling a sample x j as "-1" if the NMPC controlled trajectories intersect this neighborhood of D u , or are infeasible; and "+1" if it can be controlled to the terminal region without intersecting this neighborhood of D u within the predictive horizon. Based on these labels, an inner approximation of W can be constructed using the SVM as discussed in Section IV.
Remark 10: If the NMPC is C 1 on all of F, then the feasible domain is W = F. However, in case of discontinuities on the NMPC surface, we have to construct W as discussed here.
A. Sparse-Grid Interpolation-Based ENMPC on Regular Domains
In the case where the feasible region is regular, we use sparse-grid interpolation schemes to approximate the ENMPC control surface. We present our implementation of the sparsegrid interpolation algorithm.
Without loss of generality, we consider W = [−1, 1] n x as in [43] . We wish to approximate the NMPC control law u * (x)onW. 
where i ∈ N, u * j (x i k ) is the optimal NMPC control action obtained by solving (3) at the kth node of the sparse grid,
When n > 1, tensor products of (13) in higher dimensions yields
where i = (i 1 , . . . , i n ) and k = (k 1 , . . . , k n ) are multi-index vectors. Linear combinations of these formulas produce the Smolyak formulas [43] , [44] . Let U 0 = 0 and
where q ≥ n is a parameter that determines the configuration of the nodes in the sparse grids. It is worth noting that to computê u(q, n), one only needs to know function values at the sparse grid n<|i|≤q X i 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X i n , where X i denotes the set of points used by V i .
Theorem 2: If Assumption 7 holds, then
where N Δ = N (q, n) is the number of points in the sparse grid employed for constructingû j (x).
Proof: See [43] . Remark 11: Theorem 2 implies that the error in the approximating function decreases roughly in the order of the inverse of the number of sampled points (up to a logarithmic factor). If u * j ∈ C k , then the convergence is O(1/N k ) up to a logarithmic factor.
Remark 12: Although (13) is written in terms of Lagrange polynomials to emphasize the role of function evaluations at the nodes x i k , it has been demonstrated in [45] that Legendre polynomials provide an alternative basis with an improvement in computational times for sparse-grid interpolation.
Next, we discuss the case when the feasible region is not a box or hypercube.
B. Regression-Based ENMPC on Domains of Arbitrary Shapes
An arbitrary region can be modeled as a regular grid with missing information at a subset of the nodes. This case generally arises when W = X and so no optimal NMPC control actions are computed for nodes in X ∩ W c . To overcome the difficulty of constructing an interpolant with missing function values, which is a serious obstacle for standard sparse-grid interpolation, we sample (more densely, if required) within the domain W using a low-discrepancy sequence. Even then there are subtleties to consider since low-discrepancy sequences are defined in terms of product intervals and convergence results in higher dimensions are fairly delicate. Nevertheless, in this subsection, we demonstrate that if we select a sufficient number of low-discrepancy samples in W, a linear regression based ENMPCû(x) will converge to the optimal NMPC u * (x) on W, provided Assumptions 7 and 8 hold.
Let T k i denote a tensored polynomial associated with a predefined sparse-grid on a regular domain X given by
where C i k (·) denotes the Chebyshev polynomial basis element associated with indices i, k ∈ N. We construct a sequence of basis functions by assigning each pair (i, k) of T k i to a positive integer r ∈ N. This is done over all possible multi-indices (i, k) and we denote each T k i as T r . We express the regression based ENMPC as a linear combination of these M basis functions. Hence, for c ∈ R M , we havê
Next, we define the matrices
Then, an estimate for the coefficients ofû N,M with N samples and M basis functions is computed by solving the convex problem:
for somec ∈ (0, ∞). Hence, the ENMPC action can be computed asû *
For the following convergence result, we restrict the x j 's to some slightly smaller compact set. 
Proof: See Appendix. The difficulty in getting uniform convergence of the ENMPĈ u N,M (x) to the NMPC u * (x) in W using a polynomial basis is due to the arbitrary shape of W. We first restrict u * (x) to a compact subset of W, and extend the function to be smooth on a hypercube, which implies the existence of a uniformly convergent Chebyshev series. However, this series is not unique since the extension is not unique. Moreover, in practice, we can take samples only within a compact subset of the feasible subregion, which means that we have no way of recovering any such Chebyshev series from samples of the optimal NMPC u * (x). Instead, we minimize the maximum error on sampled points using an a priori upper bound on maximum coefficient in a Chebyshev expansion. The existence of a uniformly convergent Chebyshev series guarantees that this can be done with one single upper bound, independent of the number of basis elements and the number of sampled points. Using properties of the low-discrepancy sequence, for a fixed finite set of basis polynomials we are able to increase N to obtain a uniform error on the compact subset of W that is at most that of the corresponding truncation of the uniformly convergent Chebyshev series. Increasing the number of basis elements gives us the uniform approximation we seek.
Remark 13: From an implementation perspective, the Chebyshev polynomials may be replaced with other orthogonal polynomial basis functions such as Hermite, Jacobi or Legendre polynomials.
C. Feasibility and Stability Guarantees
In this subsection, we use the notationû N,M for the ENMPC controller (irrespective of construction using interpolation/ regression) computed with N samples and M basis functions. Recall u * denotes the optimal NMPC. We provide feasibility and stability guarantees of the closed-loop system (1). In order to guarantee input feasibility, we use a projection ofû N,M onto the closed, convex set U of admissible control actions. The nearest-point projection operator onto U is denoted by Proj U (û N,M ) = arg min u∈U û * N,M − u . Theorem 4: Suppose Assumptions 1-8 hold and let W 0 be compact withX
Then for sufficiently large M and N 0 ∈ N, and N ≥ N 0 , the closed-loop trajectories of the plant (1) with control u = Proj U (û * N,M ) and initial condition x 0 ∈ W 0 are feasible for all t ≥ t 0 and are asymptotically stable to the origin.
Proof: See Appendix. Remark 14 : We present our result for compact subsets in the interior of F in order to ensure that there is a nonzero distance ε between W 0 and the infeasible region. By ensuring that the deviation between the optimal NMPC controlled trajectories and the ENMPC controlled trajectories are within ε, we can provide feasibility guarantees for the ENMPC driven system.
D. Implementation Considerations
For implementation on digital systems, suppose the ENMPC is applied in a piecewise constant manner with a sampling time of δ > 0, that iŝ
where m ∈ N and u N is an ENMPC constructed using N samples. It remains to be shown that if we use the piecewise constant ENMPC controllerû δ , then there exists a sufficiently small sampling time δ such that this feasibility result holds for the closed-loop trajectories of (1). Proof: See Appendix. Corollary 2 implies that with a sufficiently small sampling time, we can implement our piecewise constant ENMPC without losing feasibility guarantees. A pseudo-code to assist implementation is provided in the Appendix.
VI. EXAMPLES
In this section, we test our proposed control scheme on two nonlinear systems. All computations are performed on MATLAB R2014b. All convex problems are solved using the YALMIP toolbox [46] . Offline solutions of the FHOCP are computed using the GODLIKE toolbox [47] . SVM classification is performed using MATLAB's in-built svmtrain and svmclassify functions and the LibSVM toolbox [48] for larger datasets. Sparse-grid construction and interpolation are performed using the Sparse-Grid Interpolation Toolbox [49] . The parameters required to compute N are the grid-type, the maximum depth and a user-defined upper and lower bounds on the number of nodes. We employ the NewtonCotes grid to ensure that the sequence of sparse-grid nodes is a low-discrepancy sequence as reported in [50] . The NewtonCotes grid comprises of nested, equidistant nodes which demonstrate slow growth with increasing state-space dimension [51] .
A. Example 1: 2-D Model
We use a dynamical system model that has been explored previously in [8] , [34] , [52] , [53] and is a modification of the model proposed in [54] . The system is described by
The state-space polytope is given by
and the space of admissible control actions is
To estimate the feasible region F, we first require a terminal region X T . Several methods exist for deriving the terminal region, for example [34] , [55] . Our feasible stabilizing controller gain within X T is given by K = [2 2], and the terminal region is parametrized by x P x = x 1.3333 0.6667 0.6667 1.3333
We use a predictive horizon of T f = 2, and solve the nonlinear constrained optimization problem (3) with Q = I 2 and R = 0.1. In order to pose the optimization problem (3) as a finite-dimensional problem, we use a piecewise continuous (spline interpolated) NMPC with optimization variables sampled every δ = 0.1 s. For feasible region approximation, we use a GRBF kernel SVM (11) with σ = 0.8. A comparison of average classification accuracy and average classification time with increasing number of nodes for 1000 runs is provided in Table I . We observe the rapid decrease in classification error without a significant rise in the computation time required for constructing the SVM. We test the accuracy of the method and demonstrate the estimated inner and outer approximations of the feasible region with N = 1792 nodes in Fig. 1 . We perform sparse-grid based regression with N = 1792 nodes as described in Section V with the stored values of control values at the grid nodes. The constructed ENMPC surface is shown in Fig. 1 . We now simulate the closed-loop system from 80 different initial points selected randomly within the inner approximation of the feasible region. The results of the simulations are provided in Fig. 1 . We observe that the control scheme is successful and drives all 80 initial conditions to the origin successfully. It remains to be seen how much optimality is lost using the ENMPC in comparison with an optimal NMPC with identical Q, R, X T , T f . In order to compare the performance of these two controllers, we select 50 random, unique initial conditions which do not intersect with pre-selected nodes (so that the u(x) at each point is an approximation, not a pre-calculated optimal value) and simulate the controlled uncertain system with an online NMPC and our ENMPC. The NMPC takes 13.6 ± 0.5 (mean ± standard deviation) seconds to solve (3) using the population-based global search algorithm GODLIKE, whereas the sparse-regression based ENMPC required 11 ± 2 μs to compute a control action. The trade-off is a reduction in optimality of the control solution. The squared-error stage cost over all 50 trajectories from the origin are 5.24 and 4.97 for the ENMPC and NMPC, respectively. Thus, for a large reduction in online computation time, we sacrifice a reasonable 10% of our optimal cost.
B. Example 2: 8-D Model
This example illustrates the efficacy of the controller on a higher-dimensional system with multiple control inputs. We aim to stabilize the following randomly generated 8-D uncertain nonlinear system with two control inputs:
where A 0 , f , B 0 are defined in (20) , shown at the bottom of the next page. The constrained state space is X = {x ∈ R 8 : x ∞ ≤ 1} and U = {u ∈ R 2 : u ∞ ≤ 2}. We use N = 3088 samples and construct the inner and outer approximations of the feasible region with a GRBF kernel SVM with σ = 0.9. We construct two ENMPC control surfaces, (since m = 2). The construction of the ENMPC with a predictive horizon of T f = 2, Q = I 8 , and R = 0.1I 2 requires two hours offline. Of the total 3088 nodes, 2857 were classified as feasible. The SVM classification times for varying samples is reported in Table II .
The performance of the ENMPC is illustrated on the closedloop system in Fig. 2 for 50 randomly selected initial conditions inside F − . We note that the ENMPC successfully drives the system to the origin. Next, we compare the computational time and performance of the ENMPC with the NMPC (applied to the Fig. 1. (a) SVM-generated ∂F employing N = 1792. The actual feasibility region boundary ∂F is shown with the black lines determined using a uniform grid with N = (100) 2 = 10 4 points. The inner approximation using the SVM classifier is depicted with green lines, and the outer approximation is depicted with red. The ENMPC surface constructed using regression is illustrated within the feasible region. nominal system) with identical design parameters T f , δ, Q, and R. The ENMPC control action was computed in an average of 0.28 ± 0.07 ms, whereas a similar computation takes 67.2 ± 4.1 s if computed with GODLIKE and 4.1 ± 0.7 s using local methods such as MATLAB's fmincon. Thus, we achieve high computational speeds with a 10% degradation in optimal cost using the ENMPC in this 8-D model over 50 simulation runs.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a support vector machine-informed methodology to construct explicit model predictive controllers for the stabilization of nonlinear systems with feasibility and stability guarantees. The low storage and computational costs make this ENMPC design methodology attractive for implementation in low-memory devices to stabilize nonlinear systems with fast dynamics. Additionally, from an implementation perspective, our proposed method offers a separation between the computation of the NMPC control actions and the construction of the ENMPC. For example, the NMPC control actions could be computed using nonquadratic cost functions or time varying constraints. Our method for constructing the ENMPC using regression requires only the control values at the sampled nodes, irrespective of how the control actions were computed. Therefore, the proposed method offers a degree of flexibility in (3) with
6: if Problem (3) has a feasible solution then 7:
Store as feasible data sample y i ← +1 8: else 9:
Store as infeasible data sample y i ← −1 10: end if 11: Store optimal u * (x) for ENMPC surface construction 12: end for 13: Use SVM to compute decision function ψ(x, β * N ) as in (7) Recall that S is the set of points on the separating manifold defined in (8) . From Proposition 1, there exists some 
Hence, for any A ∈ P
and hence
Solving for #A N we get
. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
In order to provide guarantees on the approximation performance using multivariate Chebyshev bases, without loss of generality, we consider X = [−1, 1] n x . By the Whitney Extension Theorem (see [34] ), there exists u ∈ C 1 (X) such that u = u * on W 1 , where u * is the optimal NMPC. Invoking [57, Theorem 5.10], we get that u has a multivariate Chebyshev expansion that converges uniformly on X.
Uniform convergence implies Let w(x) denote the multivariable Chebyshev weight function that makes the Chebyshev polynomials orthonormal. Orthogonality and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply w) , we conclude c M ∞ ≤c 0 is independent of M . Note that forc ≥c 0 and M fixed, the set
is a compact set of polynomials, hence is equicontinuous on the hypercube X. Withc 0 chosen above, let ε > 0 andc ≥c 0 . Note that for suchc, the vector c is a feasible solution to the minimization problem (17) . Hence, for any j = 1, . . . , N, with x j ∈ W 1 , we have
Note that for any y ∈ W 1 and any k ∈ N such that x k ∈ W 1 , the triangle inequality yields
By equicontinuity of Ξ M (c) ∪ {u}, there exists some δ 0 > 0 such that for all y 1 , y 2 ∈ X with y 1 − y 2 < δ 0 we have û(y 1 ) −û(y 2 ) < ε/3 for anyû ∈ Ξ M,c ∪ {u}. Without loss of generality, we reduce δ 0 so that
. Now, we take a finite cover of W 0 by balls of the form B δ 0 (y) for y ∈ W 0 . The fact that we select a low-discrepancy sequence to sample W 0 implies that for any y ∈ W 0 , there is a point x k ∈ B δ 0 (y). Choose N 0 to be the maximum index of the corresponding points x k in the finitely many balls covering W 0 .
Using the inequality (22) , and noting that for each y ∈ W 0 there is a point x k with k ≤ N 0 and y − x k ≤ δ 0 , each term of (23) is less than ε/3. Since this is true for any y ∈ W 0 , we are done.
PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We divide our proof into two parts. First, we show that for sufficiently close approximation of the NMPC u * by the ENMPC the image of the compact set W 0 is contained in the terminal region X T within the predictive horizon T f . Second, we demonstrate that the image of the terminal region under the ENMPC is invariant after time T f for sufficiently close approximation of the NMPC control law.
We now proceed with the first part. Consider the closedloop systemẋ = f (x, u), where u is the optimal NMPC. The ENMPC (constructed with N samples) controlled closed loop system isẋ = f (x,û), whereû =û * N,M .
We want to show that for every ε > 0, there exists an ε > 0 such that u −û ≤ ε implies that x(t) −x(t) ≤ ε (24) for all t ∈ [t 0 , T f ] with identical initial conditions x(t 0 ) = x(t 0 ) ∈ W 0 . We know
f (x(s), u (x(s))) − f (x(s),û (x(s))) ds.
Let Δx = x(t) −x(t). This implies
f (x(s), u (x(s)))−f (x(s),û (x(s))) ds. (25) Since u ∈ C 1 on W, it is locally Lipschitz on W. We refer to the Lipschitz constant as L u , with respect to x. Using the Lipschitz continuity property of f and u f (x, u(x)) − f (x,û(x)) ≤ f (x, u(x))−f(x, u(x)) + f (x, u(x))−f(x,û(x))
For a fixed scalar ε , the last inequality follows from Theorem 3 for sufficiently large N 1 ∈ N for the regression based ENMPC and from Theorem 2 for the sparse-grid interpolated ENMPC, respectively. Thus, we conclude f (x, u(x)) − f (x,û(x)) ≤ ρ 0 ε + ρ 1 Δx Since this integral is bounded above for t ∈ [t 0 , T f ], we can choose ε small enough to get the desired inequality (24 2 ) > ε. If our ENMPC generated state trajectoryx(t) satisfies x(t) −x(t) ≤ ε, thenx(t) ∈ W 2 . This is satisfied by choosing N large enough to ensure u −û ≤ ε on W 2 , as discussed in (24) . As W 2 ⊂ W ⊂ F, the state trajectory of the closed-loop system with initial condition x(t 0 ) using ENMPC control is feasible for all t ≥ t 0 . Now, we prove the second part. By definition of the feasible set, the trajectory x(t) enters X T within T f . Thus, for t ≥ T f , the image of W 0 under NMPC control is a compact set, say W T , contained in the open set X T . This implies that there is a positive distance between W T and the complement of X T , that is d(W T , X c T ) > ε T . Hence, by the same arguments as above, we can choose N 2 ∈ N large enough so that the image of W 0 under ENMPC control is within ε T of W T , hence contained inside X T , hence contained inside W 0 by assumption. By selecting N 0 = max(N 1 , N 2 ), we ensure thatx(t) ∈ W 0 for all t ≥ T f . Combining this with the feasibility for t ∈ [0, T f ] we conclude the proof of feasibility.
For proving stability, it follows from the uniform convergence of the ENMPC to the optimal NMPC that as N → ∞, u N → u on W. This implies that the nominal stability guarantees of the terminal region based NMPC proposed in [34] extends to the ENMPC constructed in this paper.
To prove that we satisfy input constraints, we note that the projection to a convex set is nonexpansive on Hilbert spaces [59, Proposition 4.8] . Therefore, selecting N, M large enough to ensure û * N,M − u ≤ ε implies Proj U (û * N,M ) − u ≤ ε . Thus, the ENMPC asymptotically stabilizes the plant (1) without violating state or input constraints. This concludes the proof.
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
Let ν = ε/2. We obtain F + = {x ∈ X : ζ(x) ≥ ε} ⊂ {x ∈ X : ζ(x) ≥ ν}, and F − = {x ∈ X : ζ(x) ≤ 0} ⊂ {x ∈ X : ζ(x) ≤ ν}. Note that F − is the set of infeasible points. Applying Theorem 1, we obtain a classifier of the form (12) which separates F + and F − . This concludes the proof.
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